Artificial Intelligence & Future Warfare: Implications for International Security
Abstract:
Recent developments in artificial intelligence (AI) suggest that this emerging
technology will have a deterministic and potentially transformative influence on
military power, strategic competition, and world politics more broadly. After the
initial surge of widespread speculation in the literature related to AI this article
provides some much-needed specificity to the debate. It argues that left unchecked the
uncertainties and vulnerabilities created by the rapid proliferation and diffusion of AI
could become a significant potential source of instability and great power strategic
rivalry. The article identifies several AI-related innovations and technological
developments that will likely have substantial consequences for military applications
from a tactical battlefield perspective to the strategic level.
Key words: Artificial Intelligence; International Security; US-China Relations;
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Introduction:
In the past decade, researchers have achieved significant milestones in the
development of artificial intelligence (AI) and related technologies (quantum
computing, big data, 1 the ‘internet of things’, miniaturization, and robotics and
autonomy),2 and significantly faster than the projections of experts in the field.3 For
example, in 2014 the AI expert who designed the world’s best Go-playing (or
AlphaGo) program predicted that it would be another ten years before a computer
could defeat a human Go champion.4 Researchers at Google’s DeepMind achieved
this technological feat just one year later. The principal forces driving this evolution
include: (1) the exponential growth in computing performance; (2) expanded
datasets; 5 (3) advances in the implementation of machine learning techniques and
algorithms (especially in the field of deep neural networks); and above all, (4) the
rapid expansion of commercial interest and investment in AI. 6 Since at least the
Second World War, partially autonomous systems have been used in military
technology, but recent advances in machine learning and AI represent a fundamental
turning point in the use of cognitive solutions and automation to enhance ‘battlespace
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awareness.
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AI may bring fundamental changes to military power, with the

implications of a re-ordering the balance of power. 8 In particular, the geopolitical
competition between China and the United States will undoubtedly be affected by the
race to develop AI capabilities.
World leaders have been quick to recognize the transformative potential of AI
as a critical component of national security.9 In large part driven by the perceived
challenges posed by rising revisionist and revanchist powers (especially China and
Russia),10 the U.S. Defense Department (DoD) in 2016 released a ‘National Artificial
Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan’ - one of a series of studies on
AI machine learning - on the potential for AI to reinvigorate U.S. military
dominance.11 According to then-U.S. Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Work, “we
can’t prove it, but we believe we are at an inflection point in AI and autonomy”.12 The
DoD also established the Defense Innovation Unit Experimental (DIUx) to foster
(albeit with mixed success) closer collaboration between the Pentagon and Silicon
Valley.13 AI may bring fundamental changes to military power, with the implication
of reordering the balance of power (and to a lesser extent Russia) continues to
develop a range of military-use AI technologies as part of a broader strategic effort to
exploit perceived U.S. military vulnerabilities.14 In a quest to become a ‘science and
technology superpower,’ and catalyzed by AlphaGo’s victory (or China’s ‘Sputnik
moment’), Beijing launched a national-level AI-innovation agenda for ‘civil-military
fusion’ - or U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) with
Chinese characteristics.15 Russia has targeted thirty percent of its entire military force
structure to be robotic by 2025. In sum, national-level objectives and initiatives
demonstrate recognition by the global security community of the transformative (or
military-technical revolution) potential of AI for states national security and strategic
calculus.16
This article argues that military-use AI is fast becoming a principal potential
source of instability and great power strategic competition.17 Towards this end, the
paper makes three inter-related central arguments: (1) At its current development
stage, AI in isolation has few genuinely strategic effects; rather it is a potential power
force multiplier and enabler for several high-tech domains - including cyberspace,
autonomy and robotics, and guided missiles; (2) the uncertainties and risks
surrounding the proliferation and diffusion of dual-use AI technology could worsen
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international security in several ways: exacerbate existing threats, transform the
nature and characteristics of these threats, and introduce new (and potentially
accidental prone and unsafe) threats to the security landscape; and (3) the concomitant
pursuit of AI technology by great military powers (especially the U.S. and China) will
create additional incentives for strategic competition and distrust, which has
potentially profound implications for international security.
While much ink has been spilled on the impact of cyberspace on deterrence
and strategic stability, the potential impact of the rapid diffusion and synthesis of AI
capabilities on future warfare has been lightly researched.18 In recent years, a growing
number of International Relations (IR) studies have debated a range of issues relating
to the ‘AI question’ - especially legal, ethical, normative, economic, and technical
aspects of the discourse. 19 After the initial surge of widespread speculation in the
literature related to AI this paper provides some much-needed specificity to the
debate. Though the article's overarching goal is to elucidate some of the consequences
of recent developments in military-use AI for international security, it does not
eschew the technical aspects of the discourse.
At the core of the paper’s thesis is deciphering from a broad range of
technologies proven capabilities and applications, from mere speculation. What is AI,
and how does it differ from other technologies? What are the possible development
paths and linkages between these technologies and specific capabilities (both existing
and under development)? In particular, it conceptualizes recent technological
developments in AI with the broader spectrum of related technologies and then
connects them to specific military capabilities and doctrines. It identifies several AIrelated innovations and technological developments that will likely have substantial
consequences for military applications (i.e., autonomous systems, robotics, and cyber
capabilities) from a tactical battlefield perspective, and up to a strategic level.20 In
combination, the competitive pressures building in AI and the increasing
sophistication of deep learning will likely have a profound impact on a tactical and
operational level, which will have strategic consequences.21
This article proceeds as follows. First, it describes the current debate and
widespread speculation surrounding AI technologies, as a potential enabler and force
multiplier of a broad range of military applications. Next, it defines and categorizes
the main security threats posed by AI-enhanced capabilities. Having described the
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existing framework of analysis, it explains how and why specific innovations and
military applications will likely have a significant impact on future conflict and
escalation dynamics. Second, it conceptualizes the strategic implications of AI as a
critical enabler of autonomous weapon systems, in particular, robotics and the
swarming technology phenomena. Specifically, it considers how recent advances in
machine learning, robotics, and big-data represent a critical inflection point in the
automation of technology for military applications - comparisons have been made
with nuclear, aerospace, cyberspace, and biotech technology to underscore the
transformative potential of AI.22 Despite the existence of several notable naysayers, a
consensus has formed amongst industry and defense experts alike that AI will have an
evolutionary, if not revolutionary, impact on autonomy and future warfare. 23 This
section unpacks the strategic implications of several recent trends in the evolution of
AI and autonomy, in particular, it conceptualizes autonomous systems as
"asymmetric" tools to use against a superior adversary, and the strategic consequences
of states’ co-opting the commercial sector in the development of ‘dual-use’
technologies.24
Next, it describes AI as a potentially powerful force multiplier for (defensive
and offensive) cyber capabilities including: the potential threats and vulnerabilities
posed by the inexorable linkages forming between digital and physical domains, and
in what ways the unexplainable features of AI (or ‘black box’) might affect the future
strategic landscape.25 This section critically unpacks claims that AI will advantage
offensive cyber operations through the development of customized payloads, and also
reflects on the alternative view that AI might equally benefit defensive cyber
operations, through improved network monitoring and threat identification at speed or the nascent concept of ‘counter-AI.'
Finally, the article mines a wide-range of Chinese open-sources to elucidate
early Chinese thinking on military-use of AI in future warfare. 26 It describes how
disruptive technologies and the shifting geopolitical landscape are fundamentally
reshaping the security environment, and postulates the likely implications of these
uncertain and unpredictable dynamics for U.S.-China strategic competition. This
section also considers the potentially destabilizing effect of diverging U.S.-China
approaches to AI innovation, which could exacerbate underlying mistrust suspicion
and misperceptions. It closes with a brief discussion on the risks and trade-offs
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associated with "autonomy" on the battlefield and human-machine collaboration (or
‘keeping humans in the loop'), 27 and the potential ramifications of diverging
approaches to these concepts on the brittle Sino-American relationship.
Defining the AI challenge for international security:
As an enabler and force multiplier of a broad range of military capabilities, AI is more
akin to electricity, radios, radar, and C4ISR systems, than a "weapon" per se.28 As a
new and potentially more powerful class of technology, AI could redefine and
transform the status-quo in military-use technology with unpredictable, and likely
highly destabilizing, strategic implications. Even if AI-augmented weapons and
systems are unable to produce better decisions than humans,29 militaries that use AI
will doubtless gain significant advantages on the battlefield (e.g., remote-sensing,
situational-awareness, battlefield-maneuver, and a compressed decision-making loop),
compared to those who depend on human judgment alone; in particular, in operating
environments that demands endurance and rapid decision-making across multiple
combat zones.
At the strategic level of decision-making, AI-enabled command and control
systems will likely be able to avoid many shortcomings inherent to human strategic
decision during the "fog of war" such as: the susceptibility to invest in sunk costs,
skewed risk judgment, cognitive heuristics, and group-think.30 The U.S. intelligence
community, for example, is actively pursuing several publicly documented AI
research projects to reduce the “human-factors burden”, increase actionable military
intelligence, and enhance military decision-making, and ultimately, to predict future
attacks and national security threats. 31 The literature on the diffusion on military
technology demonstrates: how states react to and assimilate innovations (and to other
countries that choose not to adopt them) has profound implications for the global
order, strategic stability, and the likelihood of war.32
The potential security threats posed by AI-enhanced capabilities can be
grouped under three broad categories: 33 (1) digital security (e.g., spear-phishing,
speech synthesis, impersonation, automated hacking, and data poisoning); 34 (2)
physical security (e.g., micro-drones in swarm attacks); and (3) political security (e.g.,
surveillance, deception, and coercion) especially in the context of authoritarian states.
While it is too early to predict precisely which AI programs will enable which
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capabilities (or how these dynamics might influence the offensive or defensive
balance), the general trajectory of this disruptive technology is, however, clear.35 Just
as low-cost of ‘cyber weapons’ has given the offense the upper hand in the
cyberspace, 36 so the proliferation of cheap weaponized AI-augmented autonomous
systems could lower the threshold for future drone attacks (e.g. targeted
assassinations), and make attacks more difficult to attribute.37
Robotics and swarming technology:
Future progress in AI technology will affect robotics and autonomous capabilities in
ways that could be potentially transformative for future warfare and the military
balance. 38 Autonomous weapons and robotics are frequently described, alongside
gunpowder and nuclear weapons, as the ‘third revolution in warfare', or the "fourthindustrial revolution. 39 Several prominent researchers posit that AI has reached an
inflection point where we can expect the deployment - notwithstanding the legal and
ethical feasibility - of autonomous armed-unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) within a
matter of years. 40

Former U.S. DARPA Program Manager Gill Pratt argued

technological and economic trends are converging to deliver a “Cambrian Explosion”
of new robotic systems.41 That is, the unique attributes of unmanned and autonomous
systems may force defense planners to recalibrate their existing approaches to
deterrence, reassurance, dissuasion, and compellence to take account of the
potentially revolutionary impact of AI. Underscoring the strategic significance of this
trend, Director of U.S. National Intelligence Daniel Coats stated that advances in AI
would “enable new military capabilities for our adversaries,” especially China and
Russia.42
These autonomous systems would, in theory, incorporate AI technologies such
as visual perception, speech, and facial recognition, and decision-making tools to
execute a range of (air, ground, and maritime) operations; independent of human
intervention and supervision.43 Currently, only a few weapon systems that choose and
engage their targets without human intervention. For example, loitering attack
munitions (LAMs) loiter for targets (e.g., enemy radars, ships, or tanks) based on preprogrammed targeting criteria, to destroy its target when their sensors detect an
enemy's air-defence radar. Compared to cruise missiles, (designed to fulfil a similar
function), LAMs use AI technology to shoot down incoming projectiles faster than a
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human operator ever could, and can remain in flight (or loiter) for much more
extended periods.44 Currently, the only operational LAM is Israel’s Harop (or Harpy
II) a fully autonomous anti-radar loitering weapon that can remain in flight for up to
six hours, and dive-bomb radar signals without human direction with lethal effect on
the battlefield. In addition, several states are known to be developing fully
autonomous weapons including China, Germany, India, Israel, Republic of Korea,
Russia, and the United Kingdom. In robotics, for example, Russia has deployed
several remotely piloted tanks, such as the Uran-9 and Vehar, and in 2016, China for
the first time tested a guided missile from a drone via satellite link.45
It is expected that sophisticated AI augmented unmanned weapon systems will
soon be deployed for a range of reconnaissance and strike missions. Furthermore,
stealth variants of these systems will likely be used to penetrate sophisticated multilayered air defenses, thereby endangering their deterrent effect. Autonomous weapons
will also offer states additional asymmetric (especially maritime) options to project
military power within the sanctuary of anti-access/area-denial contested zones. 46
Larger unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) could become low-cost missile
platforms in their own right. Specific operations which might incorporate AI
augmented unmanned weapon systems include: 47 mine clearance and mine-laying;
distribution and collection of data from undersea anti-submarine sensor networks;
active sonar patrolling; intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance; electronic
warfare; resupplying missiles to manned submarines; non-combat operations (such as
counterterrorism and border defense); and guidance support for missiles for over-thehorizon targeting.48
China’s air and sea-based drones linked to sophisticated neural networks
could, for example, support China’s (manned and unmanned) teaming operations to
monitor and control the waters in South China Seas, which could be used to impede
future U.S. freedom of navigation operations. In early 2018, China began construction
of the world’s largest test site for unmanned UAVs for war and peacetime
surveillance operations in the South China Sea.49 AI technology will, in theory, enable
swarms of autonomous UAVs to accomplish a much larger variety of missions than
individual human pilots; increasing their survivability in contested airspaces, and
affording nations that deploy them a decisive edge over those without these
capabilities. As a result, an in-depth attack by swarms of low-cost, agile, and
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autonomous adversaries can only be defended with systems that operate with the
equivalent speed, autonomy, and intelligence.50
The application of AI technology in electronic warfare in an increasingly
complex threat environment might help thwart attempts an adversary interfering with
military GPS or communications satellite signals. Miniaturized electromagnetic
jammers could, for example, be used to interfere with an adversary's targeting sensors
and communications, which in conjunction with cyber-attacks, might then be used to
exploit, confuse, and overwhelm an adversary's defenses.51 To be sure, the Russian
military has reportedly deployed jammers to disrupt GPS-guided unmanned air
vehicles in combat zones including Syria and Eastern Ukraine. The recent hardening
of the U.S. Air Force’s small diameter bomb (SDB) system reflects the perceived
emerging threats posed to U.S. satellite-based communications systems, operating in
GPS-denied environments.52
The integration of AI applications into early-warning (especially nuclear)
systems could compress the decision-making timeframe, and accelerate the various
stage of the escalate ladder to launch a missile, which would adversely affect crisis
stability at a conventional and nuclear level of warfare. 53 Conceptually, at least, a
state could deploy long-range conventional missile salvos supported by big data
analytics, cyber capabilities, and AI-augmented autonomous weapons, and then use
its missile defenses to mop-up an adversary's remaining retaliatory capabilities. 54
China’s Joint Staff Department, for example, recently called for the application of big
data, cyber, cloud computing, AI, to support military planning, operational decisionmaking, and the establishment of joint operations command system to augment and
integrate these capabilities.55 A range of autonomous ground vehicles and underwater
vehicles are already in development globally, with varying degrees of success.56 In
the majority of cases, however, these technologies have yet to make the transition to
operational implementation. According to one observer, many agencies developing
AI-enhanced autonomous ground and underwater vehicles, “are struggling to make
the leap from development to operational implementation.” 57 The key risk for
international security is, therefore, that geopolitical pressures compel states to use AIenabled autonomous weapon systems before the technology underlining them is
sufficiently mature - which would make these systems more susceptible to
subversion. In extremis, an enemy may believe that AI is more effective than it is,
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leading to erroneous and potentially escalatory decision-making.58 To avoid situations
such as this political leaders will need to proactively co-ordinate (at a military,
diplomatic, industry, and academic level) as AI technology matures.
Before leaving, the Pentagon Robert Work established an algorithmic-warfare
team (also known as ‘Project Maven’) to examine how AI might support U.S.
counter-terrorism operations in Syria, and more accurately locate hidden North
Korean and Russian mobile missile launchers.59 Recent reports indicate that the DoD
has also developed an early proto-type AI-driven ‘missile-hunting system’, designed
to detect and respond to signs of preparations for a missile launch. To support these
efforts the Trump administration has reportedly proposed to more than triple the
funding for an AI-driven missile program.60 Critics have highlighted the potentially
high risks this program carries. Not least, that it could provoke an AI arms race with
China and Russia, upset the fragile global nuclear balance, and absent adequate
safeguards, commanders could risk losing control of (and possibly accelerate) the
escalation ladder. 61 In the case of AI applications to target mobile missile launchers,
for example, the use of AI may be strategically destabilizing “not because it works too
well but because it works just well enough to feed uncertainty.”62
The uncertainty created by AI threats to strategic stability could be either the
result of an adversary's exaggerated faith in its effectiveness or (and perhaps more
concerning) the false belief that a particular AI capability is operationally effective
when it is not. A state may, for example, becomes convinced of its ability to counter
or subvert (through input manipulation, hacking, or data poisoning) an AI application
and avoid retaliation, which could lead an adversary to pursue escalatory pathways including a pre-emptive first strike.63 In spite of U.S. reassurances, both China and
Russia fear that the U.S. intends to leverage AI, in conjunction with mobile and
autonomous sensor platforms, to threaten their retaliatory nuclear capacity - especially
mobile ICBMs that China and Russia rely on for deterrence. 64 For example, AI
software fused with big data analytics and quantum-enabled sensors could make an
adversary's submarines (including those on nuclear deterrence patrols) potentially
easier to locate,65 which may lead to ‘use it or lose it' situations that worsen strategic
stability.66
Unlike nuclear weapons, autonomous weapons do not require expensive,
heavily regulated, or hard to acquire raw materials. Moreover, the ubiquity and
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rapidly declining unit costs of drones mean that these capabilities will become
increasingly capable, autonomous, and easy to mass-produce.67 In contrast to humanoperated automation systems, the recent proliferation of autonomous systems will
inevitably complicate the ability of states to anticipate, and attribute drone attacks.68
These challenges will likely increase the propensity for state (and non-state) actors to
deploy drones in “grey-zone” operations - to test an adversary’s deterrence posture
and resolve, but without tipping the threshold into warfare with a more powerful
opponent. 69 Under crisis and conflict condition, these asymmetric tactics could
exacerbate strategic ambiguity, erode deterrence, and increase escalation risks.70 In
2016, for example, North Korea employed small drones to spy on South Korea's
defenses that resulted in a potentially escalatory military encounter in the
demilitarised zone.71 Perceived as relatively low-risk capability with ambiguous rules
of engagement, and absent robust normative and legal frameworks, autonomous
weapons will become increasingly attractive as a means to erode a superior
adversary’s deterrence posture and resolve.72
According to analyst Paul Scharre: “ultra-cheap 3D-printed mini-drones could
allow the United States to field billions of tiny, insect-like drones” on the future
networked battlefield.73 Autonomous systems, unlike human operators, are unable to
function beyond the limits baked into their algorithmic codes; and thus, apply
common sense and contextualization to the situation at hand.74 A lone wolf low-cost
drone in isolation would unlikely pose a significant threat to a U.S. F-35 stealth
fighter, but hundreds of AI augmented autonomous drones in a swarming sortie might
overwhelm these weapon systems; possibly rendering them redundant altogether. 75
Chinese strategists have reportedly conducted research on data-link technologies for
"bee swarm" UAVs, which emphasize network architecture, navigation, and antijamming operations. The Russian military also plans to incorporate AI into unmanned
aerial and undersea vehicles for "swarming" missions. 76 Kalashnikov, a Russian
defence contractor, has reportedly built an unmanned ground vehicle (the Soratnik),
and plans to develop a broad range of autonomous systems infused with sophisticated
AI machine learning algorithms.77 Swarms of robotic systems fused with AI machine
learning could presage a powerful interplay of enhanced range, mass, coordination,
intelligence, and speed in future warfare.78
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A report by the Boston Consulting Group noted that the global spending on
“military robotics” (defined as “unmanned” vehicles) increased three-fold between
2000 and 2015.79 Several analysts have argued that due to the blurring of commercial
and military-use (or dual-use) autonomous systems, this rapid growth might
understate the actual impact of these increased adoption rates.80 The historical record
demonstrates, technologies that have only military utility and have high production
costs (e.g., stealth technology), tend to diffuse at a slower pace than where economic
forces are driving the process. 81 Moreover, much of the research into critical AI
applications, and the degree of human-control over them are inherently dual-use in
nature. To be sure, the specifications of a commercial autonomous drone used to
deliver packages and explosives (e.g. improvised explosive devices), are very similar.
Image recognition software designed to recognize cats on YouTube could, therefore,
equally be used by remotely piloted aircraft to capture terrorist activity in Syria and
Afghanistan. Of imminent concern is the ability of global militaries to field safe and
reliable semi-autonomous, and later, fully autonomous versions - that for now
generally do not exist.82 In sum, the inexorable expansion in the market for low-cost
autonomy and robotics, and advancements in the use and diffusion of machine
learning will significantly increase the potential risks these systems pose to
international security.83
The Cyber-AI nexus:
Several U.S. national security officials have posited that AI and machine learning will
have a transformative influence on cyber domain, as force multipliers for both
defensive and offensive cyber weapons. 84 The line between AI-augmented cyberoffense and cyber-defense will likely remain an obscure one, however. As a result,
effective defense against attacks by sophisticated autonomous AI systems (such as a
bot) will require increasingly innovative (and self-learning) solutions.85 Director of
U.S. National Intelligence Daniel Coats recently warned that AI could increase the
vulnerability of the U.S. to cyber-attacks, weaken its ability to attribute such attacks,
improve the effectiveness and capabilities of a foreign weapon and intelligence
systems, and create new accident and related liability issues.86 In other words, the
development of customized payloads AI will advantage offensive cyber, but
juxtaposed, through improved network monitoring and threat identification at speed;
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AI will likely benefit defensive cyber operations.
On the one hand, AI could potentially reduce a military's vulnerability to
cyber-attacks. While research in the field of ‘counter-AI’ is still at a very nascent
stage, analysts have made some progress in detecting anomalies in network behavior;
as a means to isolate possible exploitable vulnerabilities within machine-learning AI
software. Whereas conventional cyber-defense tools search for historical matches to
previous malicious code; so would be hackers only need to modify small portions of
that code to circumvent this defense.87 In contrast, early AI cyber-defense tools have
been designed to recognize changes to patterns of behavior in a network and detect
anomalies, thus offering a potentially higher barrier to previously unobserved attack
methods.88 On the other hand, autonomy itself may increase a military's vulnerability
to a cyber-attack. An adversary could use malware to take control or manipulate the
behavior of an autonomous system, which would be very difficult to detect or
counter.89 U.S. Cyber Fleet Command Commander Michael Gilday, recently told
the Senate Armed Services Committee that the Navy must "improve an ability to
detect new and unknown malware proactively…so we [the U.S.] can act quickly
using advanced analytics enabled by AI and machine learning," which may give
the U.S. a "tactical advantage" to identify malicious activity early on. 90 Moreover,
even if analysts can obtain high-quality and reliable intelligence, they may not want to
reveal it, because doing so could compromise a source, capability, or tactic.91
While automation allows scale, AI machine learning can facilitate the
development, profiling, and accurate delivery of customized cyber-attacks (e.g., largescale spear-phishing campaigns), for example; to shape and amplify an adversary’s
political narrative, cause political disruption, manipulate public opinion, and
overwhelm states' cyber-defenses. 92 Recent advances in AI suggest that state and
non-state cyber-attacks will soon be able to leverage machine learning for offensive
operations, such as email phishing and botnet attacks. 93 Compounding these risks
further, recent assessments by cyber-security experts indicate an alarmingly low-level
of confidence - in contrast to cyber-offense - in the probable success of cyber-defense
technologies to counter or mitigate vulnerabilities in cyber-space.94 Given the risk of
being outmatched by an adversary in cyberspace, operating at machine-speed, both AI
cyber attackers and defenders will, therefore, have little option but to delegate
increasingly high levels of autonomy to execute operations, or risk losing the upper-
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hand in future cyber-attacks - especially attacks that cross the rubric from the virtual
to the physical world.
As the linkages between digital and physical systems (or the ‘Internet of
Things’) inevitably expand,95 the potential to an adversary to use cyber-attacks in both
kinetic and non-kinetic attacks will increase. 96 For example, an AI-powered selfdriving car could be hacked and made to crash on a public highway. Moreover, a
hacker could also target autonomous robotic systems themselves, which would cause
unpredictable and potentially unmanageable errors, malfunctions, or behavioral
manipulations - or ‘data-poisoning.97 Future cyber-attacks will likely target robotic
control and operating systems with so-called ‘weaponized software.' A significant risk
variable in the operation of autonomous systems is the time that passes between a
system failure (i.e., performing in a manner other than how the human operator
intended), and the time it takes for a human operator to take corrective action. If the
system failure is a deliberate act (i.e., hacking, spoofing or tricking), however; this
timeframe will be compressed. 98 Recent explorative research into the use of nonrecallable unmanned vehicles (for deterrent and coercive operations) opens the
proverbial ‘Pandora’s Box’ that relates to the efficacy of weaponized software for
warfighting, not to mention the ethical and societal implications of taking humans
further out of the decision-making loop.99 Until which time researchers unravel some
of the unexplainable features of AI, human error, and machine error will likely
compound one-another, with unpredictable results. Simply put, we are at a critical
crossroad in the parallel (and symbiotic) evolution of the AI and cyberspace that
national security communities globally will need to prepare for proactively.100
Early research on the effects of AI on the future battlefield has tended to focus
on what is currently known and explainable. 101 However, many aspects of the AI
phenomena remain a ‘black box' (i.e., beyond the comprehension of human
operators). That is AI applications that use complex neural networks often generate
unexpected outputs and behavior, which even their creators may misunderstand or
misinterpret.102 Though many AI programs have already surpassed human cognitive
capabilities, the risk is that mistakes made by these systems - that humans would
unlikely make - caused by deliberate attempts to trick or bypass machine learning
applications, will prove especially difficult to anticipate or counter.103 The question of
whether AI programs will be able to accurately and objectively replicate, mimic, and
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predict human behavior lies at the heart of AI research. 104 Assuming the future
feasibility of general AI (or ‘superintelligence’), the concerns raised by alarmists
focus on issues related to AI military-use applications that may surpass human
intelligence. In addition, and closely related, the possible unintended consequences
and threat posed to humans as AI applications begin to define their objectives.105 For
now, defense planners must recognize that the ability of human decision-makers to
mitigate extreme uncertainty during crisis and conflict conditions will be amongst the
most challenging and urgent expertise to recreate in AI systems and programs.
Strategic competition & arms racing in AI:
Parallel trends in the shifting geopolitical landscape and disruptive technologies are
fundamentally reshaping the security environment, which in turn, will have
significant implications for how a future U.S.-China crisis or conflict might unfold.106
At this early stage, it is difficult to predict precisely how AI might affect military
force structure, organization, and defense planning. Recent evidence suggests that
neither Beijing nor Washington have fully assimilated these overlapping trends into
their respective military organizations, doctrines, or strategic cultures. To be sure,
critics claim that a vast gulf exists within the Pentagon, between the design of AI
applications and the development of operational concepts to integrate them into
military doctrine. 107 The historical record has shown that in previous military
revolutions the ability of militaries to assimilate and adopt new operational concepts
and doctrine is a vital determinant of the ability of states' to leverage, and successfully
synthesize, technologies for warfighting.108`
Beijing’s assessment of U.S. military-technological programs and initiatives
heavily influenced China’s initial approach to AI, in particular, those associated with
the DoD’s Third Offset Strategy, and more recently, ‘Project Maven;’ described as
China’s ‘offsetting the offset’ strategy, and involving developing technologies and
related concepts such as: quantum computing; command, control, communications,
computers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR); hypersonic
weapons; AI machine-learning systems; human-machine collaboration; convolutional
neural networks; big-data analytics; human-assisted operations; combat-teaming; and
autonomous weapons.109 As China's approach to AI matures, however, it will more
likely align closer with the People's Liberation Army's (PLA's) unique organizational,
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command and control, and strategic cultural traditions.110 Beijing, like the U.S., has
yet to formally articulate a coherent strategic framework, operational concepts, or the
established institutions and mechanisms to support the use of AI for warfighting.111
That said, the intensity of discussion and research within the PLA surrounding
military-use AI is indicative of the high-level importance attached to this ubiquitous
dual-use technology.112
As China and the U.S. internalize these emerging technological trends, it is
likely that each side will conceptualize them very differently. Scholarship on military
innovation has demonstrated that - with the possible exception of nuclear weapons technological innovation alone rarely causes the military balance to shift; instead, how
militaries employ a technology usually proves critical. 113 A significant cause for
concern is that if the many national, cultural, and normative differences that separate
Sino-American approaches to military innovation are reflected in the software used to
teach AI programs, the resultant prejudices and preferences might become baked into
the weapon systems they support. 114 As a result, even if AI systems are designed to
produce bias-free analysis, human bias inherent in data sampling, sensor types, and
other uncontrollable factors might nonetheless result in subjective decision-making.115
Under crisis and conflict conditions, these kinds of cognitive biases might exacerbate
underlying U.S.-China mutual mistrust, suspicion, and misperceptions.
In the race to innovate in AI, uncertainties surrounding U.S and China
progress (and setbacks) will have profound and potentially destabilizing implications
for the strategic balance.116 For now, at least, the U.S. retains the upper-hand in AI
innovation,117 In this emerging innovation arms-race, however, China is no longer the
minor party. Instead, China is fast becoming a true peer-competitor in AI and is
expected to overtake the U.S. in this emerging strategic domain soon. 118 By its
estimates, Beijing has set 2020 as a target to achieve ‘breakthroughs in a series of
landmark AI products,' and to establish an ‘international competitive advantage' in the
development of dual-use technologies and applications - especially those which target
the United States.119 To be sure, China’s innovation ambitions could be expedited by
a fundamental mismatch (even dissonance) analysts have identified between the rapid
pace of commercial innovation and academic research into AI and the lagging
timescales and assumptions that underpin the Pentagon’s existing procurement
processes and practices.120
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Chinese centralized planning, socialist market economy, and in particular, a
vast pool of data-sets, could offer Beijing significant scope to leverage China's market
forces and human capital to realize its ‘civil-military fusion’ objective in AI.121 While
large data is an advantage, however, it remains an open question whether China's
national strategic planning and socialist market economy will prove advantageous in
the development of AI. According to a recent report, China is on track to possess
twenty percent of the world's entire data by 2020 - and thirty percent by 2030.122 The
head of the U.S. DoD’s Strategic Capabilities Office, William Roper, highlighted the
pivotal role the accumulation of, and competition for, information for machine
learning will play in future warfare. Roper stated: “It’s wealth and fuel. Your data
keeps working for you. You stockpile the most data that you can and train that to
teach and train autonomous systems”. 123 In contrast to the nuclear arms race that
defined the Cold War-era, states competing in the AI arms race will be less concerned
with sustaining the qualitative and quantitative lead in warheads, but instead more
concerned with maintaining information superiority - to feed machine-learning
algorithms.124 Chinese President Xi Jinping recently stated that AI, ‘big data,' cloud
storage, cyberspace, and quantum communications were amongst the "liveliest and
most promising areas for civil-military fusion," and towards this end, he pledged
additional state support and resources. 125 In contrast, the increasingly strained
relationship between the Trump administration and Silicon Valley will likely pose
additional challenges to this critical partnership in the development of AI technologies
for the U.S. military.126 Following a recent high-profile backlash from employees at
Google, the company recently announced that it would discontinue its work with the
Pentagon on Project Maven.127
As a first mover AI-power, therefore, China will likely chart a course at the
vanguard in the development of technical standards, mechanisms, and governance of
AI that will likely strengthen the competitiveness and quality of China’s military
capabilities.

128

China's

early

approach

to

AI

suggests

a

wide-reaching

conceptualization that the PLA will synthesize into entire force structure; to support
future ‘intelligentized’ operations, and seize the ‘commanding heights’ of future
strategic competition. 129 Specifically, Chinese researchers have focused on AI
applications for war-gaming, training, command, and control, intelligence analysis,
and augmenting autonomous weapons systems. 130 President Xi's ‘One Belt One
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Road,’ and the virtual dimension the ‘digital Silk Road,' are high-level efforts
designed to ensure that the mechanisms, coordination, and support for this agenda
will become increasingly normalized.131 Moreover, in 2017 Xi explicitly called for the
acceleration of the military ‘intelligentization’ agenda, to better prepare China for
future warfare against a near-peer adversary like the United States.132
China’s pursuit of AI (especially dual-use capabilities) will fuel the perception
(accurate or otherwise) in Washington that Beijing is intent on exploiting this
strategically critical technology to fulfill its broader revisionist goals. Despite a brief
pause in the development of the U.S.’s AI strategic roadmap, the White House
recently announced the creation of a new committee of AI experts to advise it on
policy choices. 133 In 2017, following the recommendation of the Committee on
Foreign Investment in the U.S., President Trump blocked a Chinese firm from
acquiring Lattice Semiconductor; a company that manufactures chips critical in the
operation of AI applications.134 This action typifies a broader concern that synergies
created by China’s civil-military fusion strategy could allow the technology,
expertise, and intellectual property shared between American and Chinese
commercial entities to be transferred to the PLA.135
Though Chinese strategic writings have emphasized the importance of humanmachine collaboration and teaming (or keeping humans ‘in the loop'),136The PLA's
historical resistance to command and control decentralization and general mistrust of
human personnel could prompt military leaders to gravitate more quickly towards
full-battlefield autonomy.137 The opposite conclusion could also be drawn, however:
if Chinese commanders were unwilling to give up centralized control to junior
officers, why would they give such authority to machines? Recent reports indicate
China's navy is contemplating fitting its nuclear-powered submarines (and possibly
nuclear-armed ones) with a so-called ‘AI-augmented brainpower. 138 This capacity
could, in theory, synthesize and interpret large quantities of data generated by sonar
signals and sound pulses, to detect submerged objects, and support a broad range of
maritime operations. To be sure, the kinds of activities and the level of autonomy
afforded to AI-augmented systems to support China's strategic underwater forces will
have profound implications for future crisis and conflict in the increasingly contested
undersea domain. In extremis, if military command and control systems came under
attack (possibly from AI-augmented cyber-weapons), military commanders may
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decide to pre-delegate decision-making to machine-learning systems. Russia, for
example, operates a so-called ‘dead hand' designed to launch its nuclear missiles at
hyper-speed automatically, if its pressure sensors were to detect an imminent nuclear
attack.139
The evidence suggests that China (and Russia) has relatively few moral, legal
or ethical qualms in deploying lethal autonomous weapons. 140 Moreover, and in
contrast to the U.S., discussion on the potential limitations and risks associated with
AI, autonomy, and cyber-warfare appears mostly absent from Chinese opensources.141 Reports suggest that China has already begun to incorporate AI into its
next-generation conventional missiles and missile-defense intelligence gathering
systems, to enhance their precision and lethality.142 By contrast, the U.S. will likely be
much more constrained in the development of these technologies. Resistance within
the U.S. military to incorporate AI stems in large part from the prevailing liberaldemocratic norms governing the use of military force, and the growing concerns
surrounding the many ‘black box’ aspects of AI-machine learning, and in particular,
to avoid the so-called ‘Terminator Conundrum’ - the implications of weapons that
could operate independently and beyond the control of their developers.143
Chinese analysts, by overlooking the potential shortcomings, uncertainties,
and vulnerabilities associated with AI, and overstating (even overdramatizing) the
utility of AI and autonomy (or taking humans ‘out of the loop’), could under crisis
and conflict conditions complicate escalation management, 144 and worsen strategic
stability in future warfare.145 That said, given the aggressive pursuit of military-use AI
by its strategic rivals, America’s current commitment to having humans in charge
might waver. 146 Moreover, international law remains unclear and indeterminate on
lethal autonomy, and in its absence, militaries (including the U.S.) will continue to
develop weapon systems with varying degrees of autonomy.147 Ultimately, militaries
will need to consider the trade-off between the risks associated with autonomous
weapons, with the possibility of affording an adversary using fully autonomous
weapons the asymmetric upper hand. At this early stage, it is impossible to know for
sure when, whether, and under what circumstances greater degrees of autonomy in
human-machine collaboration will provide a distinct strategic battlefield advantage.
Conclusion:
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The seemingly unstoppable momentum from several parallel and mutually reinforcing
trends has meant that disruptive AI technologies will likely prove every bit as fraught
with risk as previous transformative military innovations, perhaps even more so. The
rapid proliferation, diffusion, and synthesis of AI, together with the opacity and dualuse features associated with this nascent technology, could generate a destabilizing
and potentially intractable AI arms race. In sum, absent robust defenses, policies (e.g.,
red-teaming exercises) and norms to counter or mitigate these risks, disruptive AI
technologies could negatively affect international security in three interconnected
ways: 148 (1) Amplify the uncertainties and risks posed by existing threats (in the
physical and virtual domains); (2) transform the nature and characteristics of these
threats; and (3) introduce new risks to the security landscape.
This article makes the following core arguments. First, advanced AIaugmented unmanned (ground-based, sea-based, and stealth variants) weapon systems
will soon be deployed for a range of defensive and offensive missions, which could
undermine the deterrent utility of existing multi-layered defense systems. Moreover,
the prospect of fusing AI (especially ‘big data' analytics and quantum computing)
with early-warning systems and sensors; by compressing the decision-making
timeframe, and making concealed high-value military assets (e.g. submarines and
nuclear launch sites) easier to find, and therefore target, could adversely impact the
international security and potentially, crisis stability at a nuclear level of warfare.149
Second, the ubiquity and declining costs of drones will mean that these
asymmetric tools will continue to proliferate at an inexorable pace; increasing the
power of both state and non-state actors to erode (especially in swarming attacks) a
superior adversary's deterrence and resolve. The rapid diffusion and dual-use features
of augmented autonomous weapons, much like in cyber-space, will complicate the
ability of states to anticipate, attribute, and effectively counter future autonomous
attacks. As a result, the nascent development of ‘counter-AI’ will assume an
increasingly central role in states’ national security and strategic calculations.
Furthermore, the relatively slow pace - and in some cases inertia - of the global
defense industry's AI development vis-à-vis the commercial sector could affect the
balance of power and the structure of international competition; in ways which
worsen the outlook for international security.
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Third, as the linkages between the digital and physical (especially the ‘Internet
of Things’) domains increase, so the threats posed from cyber-attacks - in both the
kinetic and non-kinetic domains - will grow. Moreover, machine learning will likely
expand the scope and scale future cyber-attacks (e.g., large-scale spear-phishing
campaigns), which may overwhelm states incipient cyber-defenses - let alone
‘counter-AI’ capabilities. The many unexplainable (or ‘black box’) features of AI will
compound these risks, and further complicate defense planning for an uncertain and
complex strategic landscape. For now, it remains unclear what capabilities AI will
augment and enhance, whether entirely new weapons could emerge, and how these
dynamics might affect the future military and strategic balance between states - and
potentially between states and non-state entities.
Finally, the fast emerging U.S.-China race to innovate in AI will have
profound and potentially highly destabilizing implications for future strategic
stability. As both sides internalize these nascent technological trends within their
respective military organizations, it is likely each side will conceptualize them very
differently. In particular, Sino-American prejudices, preferences, and other cognitive
biases will become hardcoded and entrenched into AI-powered weapons. Under crisis
and conflict the conditions, biases of this kind might exacerbate underlying U.S.China mutual mistrust, suspicion, and misperceptions. These technical challenges will
likely heighten the perception (accurate or otherwise) within Washington that Beijing
is intent on exploiting AI to fulfill its revisionist geopolitical ambitions. Chinese and
Russian aggressive pursuit of military-use AI and a relatively low moral, legal, and
ethical threshold in the use of lethal autonomous weapons, may prompt the U.S. to
shift from its current pledge to keep ‘humans in the loop,' which would intensify the
emerging arms-race in AI and adversely affect international security.
Future scholarship would be beneficial on the following issues: What norms
from other dual-use domains apply to, and have potential implications for, AI? What
unique challenges and risks (if any) does AI pose as a dual-use technology? In a
world of rapidly evolving and defenses, how should the trade-offs between resource
demands, accuracy, and robustness, be prioritized and managed attacks? Is there an
equivalent of ‘patching’ for AI systems? How effective would exit ramps and
firebreaks are in managing the escalation and disruptive technologies? Finally,
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China’s progress in multiple military applications of AI merits continued scholarly
attention and scrutiny.
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